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Abstract 
Kurihara, M. and A. Ohuchi, Modularity of simple termination of term rewriting systems with 
shared constructors, Theoretical Computer Science 103 (1992) 273-282. 
A term rewriting system is simply terminating if there exists a simplification ordering showing its 
termination. Let R, and R, be term rewriting systems which share no defined symbol (but may 
share constructors). Constructors are function symbols which do not occur at the leftmost position 
in left-hand sides of rewrite rules; the rest of the function symbols are defined symbols. In this 
paper, we prove that R,u R, is simply terminating if and only if both R, and R, are so. 
1. Introduction 
A property P of term rewriting systems (TRSs) [4,6] is modular if R,u R, has 
the property P if and only if both R0 and R, have that property. Starting with 
Toyama [ 141, several authors studied modular aspects of TRSs under the disjointness 
condition which requires that RO and R, share no function symbols. Toyama [14] 
proved the modularity of confluence. Middeldorp [9] studied the modularity of 
three properties related to normal forms. In [15] Toyama refuted the modularity of 
termination. Barendregt and Klop refuted the modularity of completeness (i.e., 
termination of confluent systems). These refutations inspired several authors to find 
sufficient conditions under which termination is modular. Rusinowitch [ 131 proved 
the modularity of termination of non-collapsing systems and non-duplicant systems, 
respectively. His results were extended by Middeldorp [lo]. Toyama, Klop and 
Barendregt [16] proved the modularity of completeness of left-linear systems. 
Kurihara and Ohuchi [S] proved the modularity of simple termination. (A TRS is 
simply terminating if there exists a simplification ordering [3] showing its termi- 
nation.) 
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In this paper, we try to relax the disjointness condition. When systems share some 
function symbols, almost nothing has been known’ except Dershowitz’s pioneering 
work [2] based on commutation. The work was extended to equational TRSs by 
Bachmair and Dershowitz [l], and to fair termination by Porat and Francez [12]. 
In this paper we prove that simple termination is modular even if the systems 
share constructors. Note that the result is not restricted to combinations of so-called 
constructor systems, see Section 3.4. Constructors are function symbols which do not 
occur at the leftmost position in left-hand sides of rewrite rules; the rest of the 
function symbols are defined symbols. For example, consider the following systems 
which share constructors A and B: 
R, = {g(u) + g(A)) 
Both systems are simply terminating because their termination can be shown by the 
recursive path ordering (RPO) of Dershowitz or any other appropriate simplification 
orderings. Therefore, by our result, Rou R, is simply terminating. Note that the 
direct application of RPO to R,u R, fails, because the first rule requires the 
precedence A> B, while the second requires B> A. The result of Dershowitz [2], 
which states that if R is a left-linear and S a right-linear TRS without overlap 
between left-hand sides of R and right-hand sides of S, then R u S also terminates, 
does not apply, because the first rule is neither left nor right-linear. The recent result 
of Middeldorp and Toyama does not apply either, because R, is not a constructor 
system, see Section 3.4. 
Unfortunately, confluence is not modular when constructors are shared: 
R,={F(LY,N)+A,F((Y,H((Y))+B} R, = k + H(g)} 
In this example, borrowed from Huet [5], R,, and R, are confluent, but R,u R, is 
not, because F(g, g) has two normal forms A and B. 
Once our main result is established, it is easy to show that the simple completeness 
(i.e., simple termination plus confluence) is modular, because R,, R, and R,,u R, 
are terminating and there is no critical pair between RO and R, . 
2. Formal preliminaries 
2.1. Term rewriting systems with constructors 
Let V be a set of variables, and 9 be a set of function symbols. We assume that 
9 is partitioned into disjoint sets 9 and % Elements in 9 are called dejned symbols, 
and those in +Z constructors. Each function symbol may have variable arity, or may 
be restricted to a fixed arity. We denote the set of terms over 9, % and V by 
’ Very recently, Middeldorp and Toyama [ 1 l] proved a new result, see Section 3.4 
Y(9, %‘, Y), and the set of (ground) terms over 9 and (e by Y(9, %). We use 9 
for 9( 9, %, ‘5) if it yields no ambiguity. The root of a term t, notation root(t), is f 
iftisoftheformf(t,,.. . , t,,); otherwise, it is t itself. If f(. . , t,, . .) is a term, f 
is the parent of the occurrence root(t,). 
Let u be an extra constant called a hole. We assume that the hole is a constructor. 
A term C over 9u {c} and %’ is called a context of 9. When C is a context with 
n holes, C[t,, . . . , t,,] denotes the result of replacing the holes by the terms t, , . , t,, 
from left to right. 
A term rewriting system R on Y is a set of rewrite rules of the form l+ r with 
1, r E 9 such that root(l) is a defined symbol and every variable occurring in r also 
occurs in 1. The single-step rewriting relation by R is denoted by Jo. The transitive 
closure of a relation, say, +R is denoted by + i. In this paper, we assume that the 
relation +R is defined only on the ground terms T-(9, 45), but it is easy to verify 
that our major results hold if +K is defined on Y(9, 7’). 
2.2. Combined systems with shared constructors 
Let @, and 9, be two sets of defined symbols, and % be a set of constructors. 
We assume that go, 9,) and ie are pairwise disjoint. The union of the systems R,, 
on Y(9(,, ie, “I/‘) and R, on Y-(9%, %?, V), which is a TRS on Y(~%,u 9,) Z, Yf), is 
called the combined system with shared constructors (e. In particular, if (e = 8, it is 
called the direct sum system [ 141. In the rest of this paper, we assume that R = R,, u 
R,. To achieve better readability we will paint the function symbols: the defined 
symbols 9,) in black, and 9, in white. Each occurrence of the constructors % is 
painted depending on the surrounding context: if the occurrence has no parent, it 
is transparent; otherwise, its color is the same as the color of its parent. (The 
definition applies recursively if the parent is a constructor.) A term is root-black 
(resp. root-white, root-transparent) if its root symbol is black (resp. white, trans- 
parent). A term is black (resp. white, transparent) if every function symbol in it is 
black (resp. white, transparent); otherwise, it is mixed. To distinguish in print among 
them, defined symbols are printed in upper case F, A, . . if they are black, and in 
lower case g, b, . . if they are white. Constructors are printed in small caps H, c, . . 
Variables are written in Greek letters (Y, p, . . . 
Definition 2.1. An alien in a term t is a nonvariable proper subterm u of t which 
is maximal with respect to the “subterm” relation, such that root(t) and root(u) 
are in distinct colors. 
We write t = Cut,, . . . , t,,] if t,, . . , t,, are all the aliens in t (from left to right) 
and C is the context obtained by replacing each alien by a hole. For example, the 
term 
f = F(F(b, A), H(F(g(H(A), b), c))) 
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has two aliens b and g(tr(A), b); thus t = Cub, g(H(A), b)l, where C= 
F( F(n, A), H( F(o, c))). Note that the two occurrences of the constructors H and c 
in C are painted in black, while a single occurrence H in the second alien is painted 
in white. 
Since each alien tj in r may have aliens in itself, we can identify a hierarchy of 
aliens. 
Definition 2.2. The alien tree AT(t) of a root-black or root-white term t is the tree 
defined below. Note that each node is either a black context or a white context: 
(1) if t has no alien, then AT(t) consists of a single node t, the root of the tree; 
(2) ift=C[t,,..., t,] (n > 0), then AT(t) consists of the root C and the subtrees 
AT(ti), lsi~n. 
Definition 2.3. The alien forest AF( t) of a term t is the singleton set {AT(t)}, if t 
is either root-black or root-white; otherwise (if t is root-transparent), it is the set 
{AT( t,) 11 G is n} of the alien trees of the aliens t, , . . , t, in 1. 
The rank of a term t, notation rank(t), is 1 + the height of the highest alien tree 
in AF( t). If AF( t) = 0, then we define runk( t) = 0. 
For example, the alien forest of a root-transparent term t’ 
H(F(b, b), g(F(b, c), b)) with rank 3 is depicted below: 
AF(r) = {F(o, q ), g(o, b)) 
II I 
bb F(o> c) 
I 
b 
The rank of a term is never increased by rewriting, as follows from the next 
Proposition. 
Proposition 2.4. Ifs -+R t then rank(s) 2 runk( t). 
Proof. Routine, using the induction on rank(s). 0 
For example, consider the following two systems. 
&I = {F(H(a)) + H(F(Q))}, R, = {g(a) + a>. 
Then we have 
s-F(H(g(A))) ‘R t-H(F(g(A))) +K u-H(F(A)) 
and rank(s) = runk( t) = 3 > 1= rank(u). It is essential that the outermost transparent 
context make no contribution to the calculation of the rank; otherwise, we might 
have had runk( t) = 4 in this example. 
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Definition 2.5. A subterm u of s is an inner subterm if it is a subterm of some alien 
in s; otherwise, u is an outer subterm. A reduction s +‘R t is an inner reduction if 
the redex is an inner subterm of s; otherwise, it is an outer reduction. 
3. Modularity of simple termination 
3.1. Simple termination 
A partial ordering > on 9 is monotonic if it possesses the replacement property, 
s> t implies f(. . . , s, . .)zf(. . . , t, . . .). 
A monotonic partial ordering > is a simpl$cation ordering [3] if it possesses the 
subterm property, 
.f(. ‘. , t, . .) > t, 
and the deletion property, 
f(. . . , 1,. . .) zf(. . . ) . . .). 
A term rewriting system R on 9 is simply terminating if there exists a simplification 
ordering > on 9 such that + R s >. A term rewriting system R is terminating if 
there is no infinite rewrite sequence t,, +R t, +R . . . . 
Theorem 3.1 (Dershowitz [3]). A simply terminating system withjnitely many rewrite 
rules is terminating. 
Recall that the purpose of this paper is to prove that the combined system R,, u R, 
with shared constructors is simply terminating if and only if both RO and R, are so. 
Definition 3.2. The relations a,(,,, and +‘,<,, on Y are defined below: 
s+ruht iff s-C[f( . . . . u ,... )] and t-C[u], 
sadelt iff s=C[f( . . . . u ,... )] and t-C’[f( . . . . . . . )], 
for some C, f and U. On both definitions, the occurrence f(. . . , u, . .) in s is called 
a redex, and we use the terminology “inner” and “outer” in the same manner as in 
Definition 2.5. 
The following proposition, in which R can be any TRS (not restricted to a 
combined system), characterizes simple termination. 
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Proposition 3.3. A system R is simply terminating if and only if (jR u + ,,,,, u *de,)+ 
is irrejlexive. 
Proof. Let + R.Yd = + R u + 5uh u +ddr,l. 
To prove the if part, we verify that + i,d is a simplification ordering such that 
+ + R c + Rsd. In other words, we show that +i,,, has the following six properties: 
irreflexivity, transitivity, monotonicity, subterm, deletion and +R G +i,d. The 
irreflexivity comes from the assumption. The transitivity, the subterm property, the 
deletion property and + R c + iSd are obvious, because +i,d is a transitive closure 
which includes +suh, +del and +R. To show the monotonicity, first note that +R,d 
is monotonic, because + R, + 5uh and +dcl are monotonic. Hence, by induction, 
s ++RYd t impliesf(. . . , s,. . .) +j&f(. . . , t,. . .). 
To prove the only-if part, let > be a simplification ordering such that +R c >. 
Then s +R.,d t implies s > t, because (I) if s +R t then s > t by definition, (2) if 
s +,,,,, t then from the subterm property and the monotonicity of z we see s > t, 
and (3) ifs +del t then s t t from the deletion property and the monotonicity of s. 
Therefore, if there were a cyclic derivation t + R5d . . . --z R,d t, we would have t > . . . > 
t, thus t > t. This contradicts the irreflexivity of >. So -+iVd must be irreflexive. 0 
We use the following notations: 
+ Osd=~,Q,“-+whu’del, 
-9 “,,d =‘~,~~R,“~\uh~~rIrl. 
Note that s +0,5d t (s +O,d t) implies rank(s)2 rank(t). 
3.2. Alien replacement 
The following definition is introduced just for technical reasons. The idea is that, 
when there is a cyclic sequence 
s +Olcd’ . . +OlFdS 
of root-black mixed-color terms, we want to construct a cyclic sequence 
P(S) +ned. . . -ZOsdP(S) 
of black terms, the contradiction to the irreflexivity of +:5d. 
Definition 3.4. Let E E ie be a distinguished, variable-arity constructor, not used in 
the rules of Rou R, . Consider a root-black finite sequence 
~o+0lXlsI +Ol\d’. . +Olrdsm, root(s,)E 9, (OS is m), 
and let A and 0 be the finite sets of the aliens and the outer subterms, respectively, 
occurring in the sequence. We assume that there is no cyclic sequence 
t +Olsd’ . . -+Old t starting from t E Au 0 if rank(t) < rank(s,). Then the alien 
replacement p for this sequence is defined to be the mapping from A u 0 to Y( 9,, , %) 
determined inductively as follows: 
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(1) P(f) = EMC), ‘. ., p( t:,)) if t E A (i.e., voot( t) E 9,), where {t:, . . . , t:,} is the 
finite set of the terms t’ such that for some k (0 s k < m) the reduction 
Sk = cu. . . ) t, . . .I +“ld C[. . . ) t’, . .] = Sk+, 
is inner and t +Olsd t’. (In other words, t’ is a direct “descendant” of the alien t.) 
The order of t;, . . . , t: is arbitrary. Note that t{, . . , t;,EAu 0. 
(2) p(t)=F(p(t,),...,p(t,)) if 1~0 (i.e., roof(t)E9”u%), where t= 
F(t,, . . . , t,), n 2 0. Note that t,, . . . , t,, E A u 0. 
Since this definition is recursive, readers might wonder if the recursion eventually 
terminates. The following proposition asserts that the alien replacement is well- 
defined. 
Proposition 3.5. The alien replacement p(t) is well-defined for every t E A u 0. 
Proof. Noting that rank(t) G rank(s,,), let S = (1 ( rank(t) = runk(s,), t E Au 0) and 
T = {t ( runk( t) < runk(s,), t E Au O}. 
Firstly, we prove the proposition for t E T. Let +drz be the smallest relation on T 
such that 
(1) r +u’x t: (1 s i G n) if the first clause in Definition 3.4 applies, and 
(2) t +ayp t, (1 5 is n) if the second clause in Definition 3.4 applies. 
Note that -+U1l: c +(,, ,d. Hence, +_ is noetherian, that is, there is no infinite 
sequence x, +arR xz -+arl: . . . , because T is finite and by the assumption of Definition 
3.4 there is no cyclic sequence t jOlcd. . . -+O,sd t for t E T. Thus by noetherian 
induction and Definition 3.4, p(t) is well-defined for every t E T In particular, p(t) 
is well-defined for every alien t E A. Here noetherian induction means that for a 
noetherian relation + on a set E, and P any predicate on E, we have if 
(Vx E E)K(VY E {v I x ++ Y~)P(Y)lJP(X)l, 
then (VXE E)P(x). 
Since we have established the well-defnedness for t E T, the proof for t E: S is 
routine, noting that t E 0 and that the second clause in Definition 3.4 applies. 0 
Proposition 3.6. Let t = C[ t, , . . . , t,l], C being a context on 6&u Y2. Then 
p(t) = C[P(tlL~. . , P(cI)l. 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
Proposition 3.7. Let p be the alien replacement for the root-black sequence 
s0 ‘Ol.Xl . . ’ +olsd sm. 
Then P(Q) +,,,dp(~h+,), 0~ k < m. In particular, 
PCS”) +owi . . . ‘owl P(S”l). 
Proof. We have two cases. 
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Case 1: sk +O,,d sk+, is an outer reduction. 
Since sh is root-black, we have sk +,,,d sk+, ; and since sk+, is also root-black, we 
have the following. 
’ If Sk +R,, s,,+l then P(Q) +K,,~(~k+l). (Apply to P(Q) the same rewrite rule that 
has reduced sh. This is possible even if the rule is non-left-linear, because if 
Sk 5% cu.. ) t,. . . , t,. . .] 
then 
P(sk)= c[. . , p(t), . , dt), . . .I, 
and that t and p(t) are completely “covered” by some variables in the left-hand 
side of the rule.) 
’ If Sk ‘sub Sktl then p(Sk) ‘suhP(Sk+I). 
l If Sk ‘de! sh+l then p(Sk) ‘delp(Sk+l). 
Therefore, p(Sk) +OsdP(Sk+I). 
CaSe 2: Sk + O,,d Sk+, iS an inner reduction. 
Assume, without loss of generality, that the first alien was reduced: 
Sk = c,,t, , t?, . . . , t,,,, Sk+, = C[t;, 12,. . . , t,], 
P(Sk) = Cb(t,), p(b), . . , P(&)l, P(Sk+l) = Cbtt;), P(b), . . . , P(tn)l, 
t, ‘Ol\d ti. 
Since, by definition, p(t,) contains p( t{) as an argument, we have that 
p(t,) +.5uhP(r:). Therefore, P(Sk) +cuhP(Sh+l). 0 
Example 3.8. Let 9” = {F, A}, 9, = {g, b}, % = {H, E}, and consider the following 
systems sharing the constructor H: 
&={F(H(a), F(%P))+F(P,a)}, R,=kr(~)+H(~)i. 
Consider a root-black sequence 
so- Q-(b), F(b, A)) 
-+RI SI = F(H(b), F(b, A)) 
+ R, Sz = F(A, b), 
where the first reduction is inner and the second is outer. The set of the aliens is 
A = {g(b), b}, and the set of the outer subterms is 0 = {so, s,, s2, A, F(b, A), H(b)}. 
Since g(b) ‘01 5d H(b) is inner and there is no descendant of b occurring in the 
sequence, we see that 
p(b) = u, p(g(b)) = n(P(H(b))) = n(H(P(b))) = n(H(n)). 
Verify that 
P(~o) EZ F(n(H(E)), F(E, A)) 
‘uh P(S,) = F(H(E), F(E, A)) 
-+‘&I P(SZ) = F(A, E). 
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Note that the first occurrence of E introduced in P(Q) was removed by + ,,,,, to make 
p(s,) reducible by +,+,. 
3.3. Modularity of simple termination 
Now we prove the modularity of simple termination: 
Proposition 3.9. Zf R, and R, are simply terminating, then R, u R, is simply 
terminating. 
Proof. Since R,, is simply terminating, +lsd is irreflexive (from Proposition 3.3). 
Since +It,vR, = +&, u +R,, we have to show that -:, Yd is irretlexive. Assume that 
-+i, ,<, is not irreflexive. Then there is a cyclic sequence s = s,, +o, Fd. . a +O,,,d s,, = s, 
n > 0, where without loss of generality we can assume that s is root-black, and that 
there is no cyclic sequence t +0,5d. . . +O,,d t such that t E Au 0 and rank(t) < 
rank(s). Since the assumptions in Definition 3.4 are fulfilled, we can define the 
alien replacement p for this cyclic sequence. Then, from Proposition 3.7, we have 
that P(S) -+w. . . +o.,~P (s). This contradicts the irreflexivity of +&, . 0 
Theorem 3.10. R,u R, is simply terminating if and only if both R, and R, are so. 
Proof. The only-if part is trivial. The if part is direct from Proposition 3.9. 0 
As we have seen in Section 1, confluence is not modular when constructors are 
shared, and completeness is not modular even when no function symbols are shared. 
However, simple completeness (i.e., simple termination plus confluence) is modular 
even if constructors are shared: 
Corollary 3.11. R,,u R, is simply complete if and only if both R,, and R, are so. 
Proof. Obvious from the remark in Section 1 and the fact that a terminating system 
is confluent iff every critical pair is convergent. 0 
3.4. Related work 
Very recently, Middeldorp and Toyama [ 1 l] proved the modularity of complete- 
ness of combinations of so-called constructor systems. In this section, we review 
their result and contrast it with ours. 
A TRS S on F( 62, %?, Y) is a constructor system if every left-hand side F( t, , . . . , t,) 
of a rewrite rule of S satisfies FE 9 and t, , . . , t, E .T( %?, W). Thus defined symbols 
never occur in the proper subterms of left-hand sides. Let S, and S, be two constructor 
systems on F_( Bo, %, Y) and F-(62,, %T, “Ir), respectively, with Bd,, 9, and % pairwise 
disjoint. 
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Theorem 3.12 (Middeldorp and Toyama [ 111). S,, u S, is complete ifand only ifboth. 
S,, and S, are so. 
Contrast Theorem 3.12 with Theorem 3.10 and Corollary 3.11: 
In general, completeness is not a modular property of TRSs of shared constructors. 
Theorem 3.12 restricts the class of TRSs to constructor systems. On the other 
hand, Corollary 3.11 restricts the class of termination to simple termination; 
Theorem 3.10 is independent of confluence. 
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